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The content oí the thesis presented by Dr David Krejěiřík concerns various fea-
tures and propertics of non-self-adjoint Hamiltonian operátora, as they might appear 
in quantum nieehanics (essentially) and in othor domalns of physics, cg., classical 
eleel rodynamics. 

The aimost 500 page manuscript is impressivc by the number of articlcs (19) or 
cliapter of a book, published over the last 11 years, and independent of the 2012 
KrejcinYs PliD thesis. 

Aftcr analysing the works and achievements presented in the manuscript, onc 
has to agree with the author when he claims that 

his principál objective of the thesis is to cont.ributc to the new area oj 
physics by providing a mathematically rigorous approach for a correci 
iinpleiiic.ntution of the interestiny idea and by resolving svine of the puzz-
lements with help of standard as well as unamventional methods of mo
dem operátor theory. 

As a matter of fact. the constant leitinotiv is indeed to set on a firm basis a certain 
nuinber of results or intuitions developed by various authora sincc the advent of the 
"non-hermitian" wave in quantum fonnalism, more or less situated in 1002 with 
the Scholtz, Geyer, and Halme páper. Of course, non self-adjoint operátore were 
studicd at the carly stagc of quantum physics. and the subtlc distinction betweeu 
symmetric and self-adjoint unbounded operátora is or should be part of the learning 
of any student in functional analysis and its applicalion tu Schródinger iipcratoi and 
other obscrvables of the quantum fonnalism. 

The range of questions examined by Dr. Krejěiřík about non-self-adjoint ness was 
first centered around the spectral properties of those Hainiltonian operators which 
present the so-called PT-symmetry, the reality or not of somc part of the spec-
trum bcing of physical interest in view ofpossiblc measurement. Moreover the role 
played by boundary conditions is crucial in these studios. Reality ol the spectrum 
of non self-adjoint operátora may result from similarity transforms to self-adjoint 
operátora, and the questions of their existence and explicit fonnulations is highly 
non-trivial when one deals with unbounded operators. It is evident that Dr Krejěiřík 
has been developing over the last twelve years a strong competence on these topics. 
actually not only on them, but also on the verv promising tiotiou of pseudospec-
trum. Moreover. the set of potcutials and boundary condition, whether toy or more 
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realistic, considered in the presented works, is amazingly large and various. One 
fcels a constant concern about explicit examples in order to give substance to the 
underlying abstract fonnalism. 

The 182 pages manuscript presented by the applicant is divided into one in-
troductory part with presentation of results, and the set of 15 reprints, 3 papers 
to appear, 2 preprints, and 1 chapter in a book. The introductory part is a clear, 
concise, and well documented deseription of the publications which form the content 
of the manuscript. Of course, it would bc usclcss to deseribe in a detailed way the 
content, of each <uie of those publications, and the fact that most of them have been 
alrcady published in high level international journals in mathematics or in mathe-
matical physics proves their scientific validity. I really appreciated the pedagogical 
skills of the applicant in explaining in a so synthetical and clear way the content of 
his achievetnents, námely (by fully endorsing his clairn) : 

— new modcls for which the similarity transforms are found in a closed form 
— proof of absence of Riesz basis property for the popular imaginary cubic 

oscillator and other models 
— analysis of quantum graphs with non-self-adjoint boundary conditions toge-

ther with a new classification 
— non-semi-classical approach for obtaining pseudoinodcs of Schródinger ope

rators with complex potentials. 
These originál results follow from a strong and constant collaboration with P. 

Siegl and others specialists and form the content of an impressive (I insist) list of 
publications in international peer reviewcd journals. I this regard, I note the strong 
positive influence of the applicant for motivating young researchers on all these 
topics. 

Since 19 of these papers have been alrcady published or accepted. and since 
his contribution to each one of these works is clearly centrál. I estimatc that Dr 
David Krejěiřík has reached that high international level of competence and expertise 
on the studied subjects which allows him to obtain the title "docent" at Charles 
University. 
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